

Meyer Lemons from 
our estate lemon 
trees. An ode to 


one of the family’s 
own impressive 


women, the lemon 
peels honor Eleanor 


Coppola’s annual 
tradition of making 


delicious estate 
marmalade. 


THE BOTANICALS 


Crafted with a Code of 10 Botanicals, our distiller describes our gin 
as “an orchestra where every botanical has their voice, but none 
scream out for attention.” Utilizing rose petals and lemon peel from 
the Coppola family’s estate in the Napa Valley, we bring both flavor 
and heritage to this handcrafted gin. 


MEET ADA LOVELACE 
English. 10 December 1815 – 27 November 1852 


Ada Lovelace, the daughter of poet Lord George Gordon Byron, is 
recognized today as the world’s first computer programmer in having 
published a paper that detailed the intricate steps of an algorithm for 
Charles Babbage’s Analytical Engine, a steam-powered mechanism 
that is the ancestor of our modern, general-purpose computer. In her 
now famous Notes on the Analytical Engine (1843), she speculated 
that the Engine had the potential to embrace any process based 
on logical symbols–such as music–applications that have become 
integral to every corner of contemporary life.
 
Born in London when the Industrial Revolution was at its peak, 
Lovelace showed a brilliant aptitude for all the sciences and with 
utter disregard for Victorian society’s opinion that women were 
incapable of innovative reasoning. Great Women Spirits celebrates 
the boundless curiosity of the Countess of Lovelace by giving her 
name to our gin––inspired by a traditional London Dry but blending 
Old and New World botanicals through distillation techniques that 
produce a unique reflection of California. 


Rose Petals from the 
many rose gardens on 


the property.


Italian Blue Juniper
tends to be less piney 
and more floral. This 
variety is reminiscent 


of the wild Juniper 
bushes found on the 


Coppola family’s 
ancestral home in the 
Italian countryside.


 


International Wine & 
Spirits Competition
95 Points
2019


USA Today 10Best 
Readers’ Choice Awards 
Best Craft Gin Distillery
2019 


PROOF AWARDS
95 Points
2019


ADI
Silver Medal
2019


San Francisco World 
Spirits Competition
Gold Medal 
2021, 2022


SUNSET 
International Spirits 
Competition
Gold Medal 92 Points 
2020







TASTING NOTES
 
Nose: Classic London dry feel with 
balanced aromas of Italian juniper 
berries, lavender, summer roses, ripe 
tangerines and Meyer citrus blossoms.
 
Taste: Full-bodied on entry, mid-
palate Turkish delight sweets, orris 
root and candied ginger finish, 
balancing floral aromas with earthly 
Rutherford dust base.


Please Enjoy Responsibly
www.GreatWomenSpirits.com
Ada Lovelace® Gin 40% ALC./VOL. 100% grain neutral spirits
© 2023 Great Women Spirits Ltd., Rutherford, California


Our gin is proofed with Napa Valley 
spring water from the Coppola family’s 


estate in Rutherford, CA. Situated at 
the base of Mount St. John, an extinct 
volcano, the ancient carbon in the soil 


assists in filtration of many dissolved 
solids otherwise found in spring water.  


PRODUCTION PROCESS
 
Born in Northern California but steeped in the tradition of 
Ada’s England, this gin honors the botanical bill of a London 
dry while following Ada’s lead as a revolutionary in her field, 
a pusher of boundaries. 
 
Distilled in a custom-designed copper pot still, using varying 
maceration methods as well as botanical basket extraction, 
Ada Lovelace Gin is masterfully balanced through the 
ancient craft of distillation and blending.






